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Intro: 
Welcome to iOlyWorld: It’s Virtually Real! Discover The Game-Changing  Hybrid 
Entertainment Gaming Experience! 

Imagine a world where ALL your gaming fantasy becomes reality. Well… Stop imagining and 
open your eyes to the future that’s already happening!  

The Business Opportunity: What’s The Surrounding Landscape? 
In recent years, video games, AR and TV series have undergone a revolutionary 
metamorphosis. They have reshaped the entertainment landscape and are lucrative 
investments for visionaries.  

The evolution of video games has transcended traditional boundaries, becoming an 
immersive experience that captivates users on a whole new level. Once a distant dream, 
augmented reality has seamlessly blended virtual and real worlds, offering an interactive, 
enchanting overlay to users’ everyday lives. 

The television series landscape has seen a similar transformation, with narratives evolving to 
meet the demands of modern audiences. Even more fascinating is the intersection of these 
domains.  

Games have leaped off-screen, transforming into gripping series and vice versa. Iconic game 
franchises have seamlessly transitioned into episodic adventures, captivating audiences 
beyond the console. Consoles themselves have evolved, some offering direct access to AR 
experiences, bridging the gap between virtual and physical realms.  

These trends have delighted users, representing gold mines for astute iOly Corporate 
Partners recognizing this potential. Yet, amid all these exciting developments, there's been a 
missing piece of the puzzle… until now! 

What is iOlyWorld?  
More Than a Game, More Than a Serie, More Than a Console… Experience The Experience! 
At its core, iOlyWorld is a Hybrid Mixed Reality Tradable Gaming World that introduces users 
to a novel and immersive experience.  

Four key components: 
● Desktop & mobile applications 
● AR app 
● Captivating animated series 
● Digital wearable sales via NFTs connected to real-world products 

iOlyWorld offers a complete hub where every element seamlessly interacts, creating a truly 
"Virtually Real" environment. iOlyWorld is a Hybrid tradable gaming world where all items are 



digital collectible NFTs, embracing cutting-edge technologies like Blockchain, Web 3, XR, AR 
and Console Devices.  

It's a limitless, everchanging experience, answering the intriguing question of "What is the 
Hybrid tradable gaming world?". A world that transcends boundaries and brings to life the 
future of immersive, interconnected experiences.  

How Does iOlyWorld Work?  
Picture playing a game in the comfort of your home, earning points that can be translated into 
real-world purchases through a mobile app…  

Imagine diving into an animated series where characters leap from the screen into your living 
room through augmented reality. 
More than entertainment, iOlyWorld is about being in the middle of the action. 

What Makes iOlyWorld Different From Anything Out There? 
iOlyWorld is a groundbreaking force distinguished by five key innovations that set it apart 
from the current landscape: 

Complete Hybrid Tradable Gaming World Integration: iOlyWorld breaks away from the trend 
of singular-focused metaverse platforms by seamlessly integrating diverse components: 
desktop, game console, augmented reality application and animated series.  
This multifaceted approach creates a unified and comprehensive user experience unlike 
anything currently available. 
Cross-Platform Accessibility: Unlike metaverse worlds predominantly catered to specific 
hardware technologies, iOlyWorld breaks barriers.  
It welcomes participants through VR, AR apps and Desktop and Console Devices, fostering 
widespread adoption and accessibility across various platforms. 
True Digital Asset Ownership: iOlyWorld revolutionizes the concept of ownership within the 
metaverse.  
Users can own all their digital assets, from in-game items to virtual real estate, empowering 
them to freely trade, buy, sell, and swap assets, a feature often overlooked in existing 
metaverse ecosystems. 
Innovative Play-to-Earn Dynamics: iOlyWorld introduces a play-to-earn model in a "put up or 
shut up" fashion, injecting healthy competition into the ecosystem. Players purchase tokens, 
engaging in thrilling games against one another and creating a dynamic environment that 
incentivizes continuous participation and earning opportunities. 
Boba Network Interoperability: iOlyWorld’s Boba Network partnership positions it as a leader 
in blockchain interoperability. This collaboration enables iOlyWorld to launch across multiple 
blockchains, ensuring lightning-fast transactions, minimal gas fees, and a seamless 
experience for trading native tokens and digital collectible NFTs across different protocols. 

Numbers in Each Sector: 
In the dynamic gaming and entertainment industry, key numerical insights underscore the 
significant impact and potential of ventures like iOlyWorld.  
Here are some noteworthy numbers shaping the industry: 



Global Gaming Market Value: The Global Gaming Market was valued at $245.9 billion in 
2022 and is projected to reach $682 billion by 2030 at a CAGR (Compound Annual Growth 
Rate) of 13.6% between 2023 and 2030. This figure is expected to reach new heights, 
reflecting an ever-expanding audience and an insatiable appetite for immersive digital 
experiences. 
Metaverse Investment Surge: Corporations, VC, and PE have already invested over $120 
billion in the metaverse in the first five months of 2022, more than double the $57 billion 
invested in all of 2021. This substantial financial influx highlights the industry's growth 
potential and investor confidence in the metaverse as a transformative force. 
Augmented Reality Market Growth: The global AR market size was estimated at $40.12 
billion in 2022 and is predicted to hit around $1,188.98 billion by 2032, poised to grow at a 
CAGR of 40.34% during the forecast period from 2023 to 2032. This surge indicates the 
increasing demand for interactive, reality-enhancing experiences beyond traditional gaming. 
NFT Market Expansion: Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) have become a phenomenon, with the 
digital collectible NFTs market reaching an impressive $2.5 billion in 2021. NFTs Market size is 
set to grow by $113.93 billion from 2022-2027. This underscores the rising importance of 
digital ownership and the trade of unique, blockchain-backed assets. 
Console and PC Gaming Revenues: Console and PC gaming remain major revenue drivers, 
contributing over $47 billion in 2020. The sustained popularity of high-end gaming 
experiences highlights the enduring appeal of traditional gaming platforms.  
In 2022, total console gaming market sales amounted to $28.6 billion, compared to $42.9 
billion generated by the worldwide PC gaming market. 

These numbers collectively emphasize the industry’s robust growth, investment interest, and 
evolving consumer preferences. As iOlyWorld enters this dynamic landscape, it positions itself 
to leverage these trends, offering a comprehensive, multi-dimensional experience aligned 
with the industry's upward trajectory. 

Your Benefits as an Early iOly Partner: 

Lucrative Return Potential of Different Assets: iOlyWorld’s diversified revenue streams 
present a lucrative opportunity. As the user base grows and transactions within the iOlyWorld 
ecosystem increase, iOly Partners stand to gain from the platform's unique revenue channels, 
including digital collectible NFT trades, advertising, and the iOly Token. 
Market Trend Alignment: Choosing to be an iOly Partner positions you strategically within a 
rapidly evolving market. iOlyWorld aligns with prevailing industry trends, including the 
booming global gaming market, metaverse investment surge, and growing prominence of AR 
and digital collectible NFTs.  
iOly Partners can capitalize on these trends as iOlyWorld becomes a key player in shaping the 
future of digital entertainment. 
Enhanced Reputation in Forward-Thinking Partnerships: Position yourself as an iOly Partner 
to be a pioneer in the future of digital entertainment. Early iOly Partners can align themselves 
with a groundbreaking project at the forefront of the metaverse revolution.  



Not only does this forward-thinking partnership diversify an investment portfolio, but it also 
enhances the partners reputation as someone who identifies and supports transformative 
ventures. 
Early Access to Multi-Sector Awareness & Growth: Being an early partner grants individuals 
unique access to the exponential growth and awareness spanning multiple sectors. As 
iOlyWorld integrates desktop gaming, AR applications, and an animated series, early iOly 
Partners will benefit from this Hybrid tradable gaming world experience’s collective impact.  
The early association with a project spanning diverse entertainment sectors positions iOly 
Partners strategically for potential exponential returns as iOlyWorld gains prominence across 
gaming, AR and entertainment landscapes. Early iOly Partners will be trendsetters in a project 
that transcends boundaries, offering an unparalleled opportunity for multi-sector awareness 
and growth. 
Increased Store Behavior Potential for Companies: With iOlyworld, both stores and Web2 
companies can extend their audience into the gaming world by partnering with us. These 
partners will receive a technical dashboard, allowing them to access revenues through NFT 
sales. Consequently, this creates a unique data-driven experience for store or land owners 
connected to real-world purposes. 

Pave The Path to The Future By Partnering with iOlyWorld 
Contact us today! Be among the early iOly partners that want to access Web 3 tools to 
dominate a growing digital gaming world audience! 

iOlyWorld: Crafting a Multifaceted Gaming Ecosystem 

Game Play Ecosystem: 

Land: iOlyWorld boasts an extensive landscape, featuring 108,000 plots on the mainland and 
1,500 islands on the Isles islands, strategically divided into 12 sectors. These plots offer 
diverse opportunities for living communities and commerce within iOlyWorld. Each sector, 
once sold out, empowers participants to name their sector and vote on commercial 
companies to enhance the community. 
Real Estate: Real estate in iOlyWorld is a dynamic market where players can buy, sell, rent or 
lease using iOly tokens. Parcel transactions occur on the open market, and ownership can be 
acquired by proximity in iOlyWorld. Real-world integration is streamlined, with terms outlined, 
access keys sent to wallets, and a seamless transaction process. 
Mini-Games: The "put up or shut up!" feature introduces mini-games for iOlys to play and 
earn. Whether competing against other players or AI, these games provide opportunities for 
winning tokens and competing for in-game prizes. With constantly updated gaming 
experiences, iOlyWorld ensures an ever-evolving gaming landscape. 
Creators: Creators play a pivotal role in iOlyWorld's expansion. With SDKs through XR 
technology, creators can extend their brand virtually, utilizing digital assets to teach in virtual 
classrooms. Not only does this enhance user adoption, but it also onboards brands into Web 
3, providing valuable tools for success. 
Digital Collectible NFT Project Partnerships: iOlyWorld's digital gaming component opens 
avenues for mass scaling through strategic partnerships with digital collectible NFT projects. 



The platform's unique position allows collaboration with various digital collectible NFT 
projects and cross-chains, bridging the gap of tradable assets in the gaming world. 
Sporting Events and Entertainment Venues: iOlys can immerse themselves in live events, 
ticketed through digital collectible NFTs and spanning sports and concerts. Esports players 
can represent iOly league teams, creating a dynamic environment where audiences actively 
participate in supporting their favorite teams and entertainers. 
Commercial Commerce: iOlys can purchase business licenses through digital collectible 
NFTs, integrating commercial properties into iOlyWorld. This commercial real estate enables 
landowners to geo-tag products for delivery, bridging the gap between virtual and real-world 
commerce. 
Learning: iOlyWorld transcends gaming, incorporating learning challenges and skill-building 
games. Institutions can leverage commercial real estate for an exciting and conducive 
approach to core curriculum delivery. 
Marketing: Grassroots marketing initiatives exemplify user acquisition and community 
outreach, including an iOlyWorld tour bus visiting schools nationwide. The iOlyWorld Gaming 
Tournament engages streamers globally, organically fostering interest in the platform. 

Revenue Streams: 

Digital Collectible NFT Trade: Inside iOlyWorld, participants can buy, sell, exchange and swap 
digital collectible NFTs. 
Advertisement: Various advertising opportunities, including billboards, blimps and media 
placements, provide revenue streams within iOlyWorld. 
iOly Credits and Token: The native iOly credits and tokens serves as the primary currency, 
utilized for purchasing products, digital collectible NFTs, gameplay and entertainment venues. 
Sponsorship Integration Opportunities: Companies can align with gaming digital collectible 
NFTs, avatars, in-game prizes, concerts, sporting events, and more, creating diverse 
sponsorship integration opportunities. 

As we embark on this exciting journey, iOlyWorld invites iOly community and partners to be 
part of a revolutionary gaming ecosystem beyond traditional boundaries. This comprehensive 
recap outlines the intricate facets of iOlyWorld's gameplay ecosystem, revenue streams, and 
the promising future that awaits iOly Partners and community members alike. Join us as we 
redefine the landscape of digital entertainment. 
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